S*P*A*C*E

SPACE is a journey seen from the eyes of the free, contemporary Indian woman.
An outfit created and moderated by two such women, Tritha Sinha and Ritika
Singh. SPACE believes in a world where people express themselves freely,
regardless of their particular race, culture, class or gender. Thereby, facilitating a
forum where musicians, dancers, poets and other performers come together to
create an artistic and collaborative space.
The content is a reflection of many women’s views on personal freedom in present
day India. Exploring issues like domestic violence, forced arranged marriages,
female foeticide, sexual exploitation and the social and political emancipation of
the 21st century woman.
Starting in Kolkata in 2008 before moving to New Delhi in 2011, the sound of SPACE
is a subtle mix of Indian classical with contemporary western influences like
trip-hop, hip-hop, electronics and pop. To ensure its maximum reach, they have
penned their songs in English, Hindi, Bengali, Sanskrit, Punjabi and sometimes
imaginary jargon.

                    Welcome to vast open world of S*P*A*C*E…

Performances
Over the years, SPACE
have
performed at
many music festivals
and social events across
the whole of India.
They have been part of
the One Billion Rising
Movement
(OBR)
against violence on
women, curated by
eminent global activists
Eve Ensler and Mallika
Sarabhai.

SPACE has worked closely with active NGO’s such as Change.org, Jagori, SRUTI,
Engendered, Sutra and Anhad, performing at their events and spreading awareness
of socially relevant themes through their  music.
They have shared their musical message at the TEDx forum in New Delhi and more
recently at the American Embassy, geared toward strengthening cultural ties
through exchanges between India and America.
SPACE believe in performing in diverse spaces.
ICCR, Delhi India Arts
Festival (DIAF), Wills
India Fashion Week and
music festivals like
Ziro, Indie Art Week,
Raagastan and Escape
are a few places who
have hosted the group.
French channel ARTE
covered their street
initiatives.
Doordarshan, AajTak,
MTV and Zoom are
other TV channels who
have
featured
the
band.
Their objective remains to reach out far and wide with their vote of gender equality
harnessing the power of music performance to help bring about social change.

                   Music has the Power to bring Social Change…

SPACE cadets:

Tritha Sinha – Vocals/Guitar/Electronics
Tritha Sinha is a vocalist and composer based in New Delhi and Paris.
Trained in Indian classical music for 25 years, she also teaches and
conducts music meditation workshops. Apart from SPACE, she has
founded Indo-French ethno-rock band, Tritha Electric and a sound
healing project called Tritha & Martin.
She has been featured on BBC, ARTE, Canal Plus, Tehelka & Magnum.

Ritika Singh – Vocals/Spoken Word/Guitar
Ritika Singh is a performance artist. She is passionate about anything
that happens on stage! She has scripted, acted and sung in many
theatrical performances and concerts. She composes and writes lyrics
for the project closest to her heart, SPACE.
She also takes drama workshops for children.

Videos:

Sounds:

Zindagi Bitani

www.soundofspace.bandcamp.com

Kali's Forest

Contact:

TEDx Tughlaqabad

EMAIL: emailsofspace@gmail.com
PHONE: +91 9560250115/ +91 9831210667

One Billion Rising, 2014

Facebook:

'When a woman speaks, Listen!'

www.facebook.com/soundofspace

Press Quotes:
HINDUSTAN TIMES
“Spaced out, but finger on pulse. Grappling with the concept of “space” or the lack
of it, something that was coming in the way of their music…”
INDIAN EXPRESS
“None of the usual sounds of a music band. Instead a tinkling sound, like a wind
charm swaying slowly, filters through the summer breeze-the music reminds you of
a wandering minstrel...”
TIMES OF INDIA
“SPACE performed to a pack house setting the stage on fire...”
“The lyrics are penned keeping in mind the social economic status of the society.
Starting from a space of silence to a space of sound…”
MIDDAY
“When girls played it real hard…”
SPACE @One Billion Rising  (with Mallika Sarabhai & Eve Ensler, Vagina Monologues)





